Traction Device to Improve CT Imaging of Lower Cervical Spine
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CT demonstration of lower cervical spine detail is often limited by a streak artifact created by the shoulders within the tomographic field of view (Fig. 1). The patient may be instructed to hold the shoulders low; however, this position is difficult to maintain without moving throughout the often lengthy examination. Various methods for achieving optimal CT cervical spine images have been described [1-3]. These involved manipulating the radiographic factors and section thickness, positioning silicone gel pads about the neck, adjusting the gantry angle, and choosing a small versus a large field-of-view calibration. Beyond removing the shoulders from the scanning area, no technique has been described that routinely eliminates the streak artifacts.

This article describes an easily applied device that facilitates a classic maneuver and effectively depresses the shoulders from the lower cervical spine and eliminates much of the shoulder artifact. A search of the computer literature failed to disclose any published devices described for this purpose in CT of the cervical spine. Methods of application and a representative case are included.

Materials and Methods

The device (Fig. 2) is composed of padded wrist straps and lengths of flexible automotive webbing joined by a quick-release buckle that allows rapid adjustment of the strap length. The two T-shaped straps, which use Velcro for secure closure, are first wrapped about the wrists. The adjustable connector strap is then placed about the plantar surfaces of the feet and the strap is shortened. This places tension on the wrists and depresses the shoulders. The process may be aided by bending the knees slightly before placing the adjustable strap beneath the feet and straightening the knees after tightening the strap. This maneuver usually increases the tension of the wrists.

The following two methods of application were found to be most effective.

1. Axial scans of the cephalad cervical spine are made after the initial pilot view is generated. Upon reaching a level in the lower cervical spine where the shoulder-generated artifact obscures adequate detail, the CT-modified autotraction device is applied. Another pilot view is generated, and axial scanning is continued, starting 1-2 cm cephalad to the lowest original axial level imaged. This small overlap assures that all areas of the cervical spine are imaged, that important bone and soft-tissue diseases are not overlooked, and that the exact levels imaged are clearly identified.

2. An alternative technique may be used when needed for the device is anticipated before the examination begins. The traction device is applied at the beginning of the exam. The axial scans are started at the cervicothoracic junction, or the lowest level necessary, with scans performed in a cephalad direction. Traction may be maintained until the scans reach an appropriate mid-cervical level, where the shoulder artifact is no longer troublesome. Tension on the wrists may then be released slowly without moving the patient, and scanning may be completed. This technique is somewhat faster than the first, but the image sequence format (T1-C3) is the reverse of the usual sequence (C3-T1).

Results

The CT-modified autotraction device was used to examine 92 patients, who represent approximately 75% of the cervical spine CT examinations performed since the device was introduced. The average patient age was 49 years (range, 26-79 years) and all were evaluated for nontraumatic cervical complaints. The shoulder-generated streak artifact most often degraded the image detail beginning at the C5-C6 level. The change in image clarity after application of the device was evaluated by comparing initial suboptimal CT images to posttraction images of similar levels. Occasionally, the C6-C7 levels and frequently the C7-T1 levels were obscured or not scanned on the initial series because of increasingly severe artifact. The images of these lower levels were considered improved when upper-extremity traction allowed clearly diagnostic images of lower cervical levels that had initially been obscured by shoulder artifact to an extent that the images were nondiagnostic. Image detail was significantly improved at least at one level in 93% of patients and at two levels in 52% of patients.

Application of the CT traction device and subsequent pressure from the padded wrist straps caused moderate discomfort in some patients’ wrists and shoulders. This discomfort did not prevent completion of the examination in any patient.
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Representative Case Report

A 41-year-old man was referred to Centinela Hospital Medical Center for evaluation of neck and right shoulder pain. Clinical examination revealed right C6 or C7 radiculopathy. A nerve-conduction study was positive for right seventh cervical nerve injury. Plain radiographs showed C5–C6 degenerative spondylosis, right C5–C6 uncovertbral spur, and right C5–C6 neural foraminal stenosis. Initial cervical spine CT study was suboptimal because of increasingly severe shoulder artifact, which obscured detail below C5. After several months of conservative therapy, pain had subsided although right upper-extremity numbness persisted. Follow-up CT examination was performed. The CT traction device was available at that time and was applied. Adequate shoulder depression allowed clear images of right C5–C6 neural foraminal stenosis, a small right-sided herniated nucleus pulposus (HNP), which partially occluded the right C5–C6 foramen and right C6–C7 foraminal stenosis due to osteophytes from the right C6–C7 uncovertbral joint (Fig. 3). Foraminal stenosis at C5–C6 and C6–C7 had been seen initially; however, C5–C6 HNP and C6–C7 uncinate spurs had been obscured by artifact.

Discussion

Degenerative and posttraumatic pathology of the cervical spine occur most commonly at the C5 level and below. These lower segments of the cervical spine and canal are often obscured by artifact from superimposed shoulders in plain radiography, as well as conventional and CT radiography. A classic and obvious maneuver to depress the shoulders has been to apply traction to the upper extremities, which uncovers the lower cervical spine and eliminates artifact. Such traction may be applied by an assistant at the foot of the radiographic table or by hanging weights that are attached to or held by the patient. Another technique involves a strap (or more likely a sheet or towel) that is looped around the patient’s feet and held by the patient while pushing downward on the strap. These maneuvers are helpful, but are not optimal owing to such factors as unnecessary radiation exposure to the assistant, motion artifact created by the effort of holding the strap, and inability of the patient to hold the strap throughout the exposure. Other devices normally used to hold the patient securely in place during cervical myelography may be used to depress the shoulders, although the restraining device about the shoulders may create its own obscuring artifact.

In 1981 I developed a traction device for use in conventional radiography of the cervical spine that proved helpful for depressing the shoulders and avoiding the problems mentioned above [4]. The device was effective in reducing streak artifact during CT of the cervical spine, but caused considerable pain in the wrists after prolonged application. A modified autotrac-
tion device for CT was devised that was as effective as the original design, easier to apply, and caused much less discomfort. Since introduction of the CT traction device, fewer suboptimal or nondiagnostic images of the lower cervical spine due to superimposed shoulders have been encountered.
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